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Personal Data

Citizenship French
Marital status Married, three children
Address Faculté d’Economie, Université de Montpellier, Rue Raymond Dugrand, CS 79606, 34960 Montpellier, Cedex 2, France
E-mail: edmond.baranes@umontpellier.fr

Education

Ph.D (Economics) University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, supervisor Pr. Anne Perrot, 1996
Master of Economics, University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, 1991

Academic Positions

- Professor of Economics (2001-), University of Montpellier (LAMETA)
- Professor of Economics (1998-2001), University of Artois
- Associate Professor (1997-1998), University of Franche-Comté
- Research Fellow (1995-1997), University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne

Visiting positions and Invitations

- Renewable and Sustainable Energy Institute, National Renewable Energy Laboratory & University of Colorado at Boulder (February and July 2013)
- University of Colorado at Boulder, Department of Economics (Feb.-Aug. 2012, April 2014, April 2017)
- Université Laval, Department of Economics, Québec (March 2016)

Professional Activity

Member of the LABEX Entrepreneurship, 2011-
Member of the Editorial Secretariat of Communications & Strategies, IDATE, 2012-
Editor, Communications & Strategies, IDATE, 2002-2010
Scientific Committee member, EURO CPR, ENCIP, 2002-
Laboratory of Industrial Organization, CREST-INSEE, 2000-2001
EUREQua, University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, 1997-2000

Research interests

- Energy economics
- Public policy
- Regulation
- Digital economics
Publications

Journals


**Chapters in Books**


**Research Reports**


40. Economic expert in a consortium led by Progressus Corporation for the project “Determining the WACC for the Tunisian telecommunications sector” commissioned by the Tunisian Regulator for Telecommunications (INT), 2011.


Other publications

43. ‘No need to envy the French for their Internet’, TechPolicyDaily.com, December 9, 2014.

44. ‘Lessons from Europe – Regulating the Internet as a Utility Would be a Mistake’, InsideSources, July 29, 2014.


49. ‘Quelle justification économique du double seuil en parts de marché ?’, Journal des sociétés, July 2010.


Working Papers and works in progress


59. ‘Renewable and non-renewable intermittent energy sources: friends and foes?’, with J. Jacqumin and J.C. Poudou (submitted), February 2017


64. ‘The Competitive/Cooperative Dynamic between Natural Gas and Renewable Energy’, with Kevin Doran and Adam Reed, May, 2013.

65. ‘Persuasive advertising in the pharmaceutical industry and prescription’, with D. Bardey, mimeo, 2009.

Selected Conference Presentations


Teaching Experience and Research Supervision

Teaching Experience

Microeconomics, Industrial Organization, Economics of Information, Competition Policy, Regulatory Economics, Environmental Economics, Economics of Energy, Economics of Telecommunications and Internet, Economics of Networks, Risk and Insurance, Microeconomics of Banking, Health Economics

Administrative Responsibilities and Other Activities

Administrative Responsibilities

- Director of the Research Economics Department of the University of Montpellier (2016-)
- Member of the Scientific Council of the University of Montpellier (2012-)
- Member of the Administrative Council of the Department of Economics, University of Montpellier (2002-)
- Director of the Master’s program “Economics of ICT”, University of Montpellier (2009-)
- Member of the National Committee of Scientific Research, CNRS (2008-2012)
- Director of the Master’s program “Economic Policy and Regulation”, University of Montpellier (2004-2008)
- Member of the Hiring Committee, University of Montpellier (2005-2009)

Conferences Organization


Reviewer for Academic Journals